GMEET Cloud
With the 4 offered subscription plans comes 4 type of schemes.
The Enterprise Subscription Plan is related to the total number of employees and meeting rooms. No worries
about managing the user licenses within the organization. Everyone is entitled using GMEET Cloud. Benefit
from exclusive features that only Enterprise Subscription Plan customers can access, such as unlimited virtual
meeting rooms, Microsoft Lync support. All backed up by the GMEET Extreme Enterprise Support Services to
ensure your success with a dedicated customer obsession team, 24/7 support.
The Premium Subscription Plan is available in so called ‘User base Packages’. The smallest user package is the
‘10 User pack’, which means that 10 employees / rooms within the organization are entitled to use GMEET
Cloud. In case 5 more accounts should be entitled to use GMEET Cloud, an upgrade to ’25 User Pack’ is
needed.
The Group Subscription Plan is available for small enterprises starting with a 5 users package (employees or
rooms) which are entitled to use GMEET Cloud. A maximum of 1 virtual meeting room per 2 users can be
setup.
The Unlimited Subscription Plan is related to the total number of employees and meeting rooms. No worries
about managing the user licenses within the organization. Everyone is entitled using GMEET Cloud. Benefit
from exclusive features that only Enterprise Subscription Plan customers can access, such as unlimited virtual
meeting rooms, Microsoft Lync support. All backed up by the GMEET Extreme Enterprise Support Services to
ensure your success with a dedicated customer obsession team, 24/7 support.
GMEET Cloud Enterprise Subscription Plan
All employees are entitled using GMEET Cloud. Benefit from exclusive features such as unlimited virtual meeting rooms
and Microsoft Lync support. All backed up by the GMEET Extreme Enterprise Support services (24/7/365)

GMEET Cloud Premium Subscription Plan
GMEET delivers end-to-end cloud-based video conferencing that's as easy, as GMEET and as remarkable as meeting in
person. We do it by connecting our award-winning room video systems and mobile apps to our radically simple cloud
service. Now everyone, regardless of location, is just one video call away from having a seat in the meeting. No other
cloud-based video conferencing solution makes the conference room experience so easy, accessible and frustration
free for up to 40 video participants per call. And when you consider that each participant can be either an individual or
an entire conference room full of people, you can see the new possibilities of the GMEET connected experience. The
Premium service also includes integration with ‘Skype for Business’ / Lync Just plug our award-winning GMEET VC
ROOM 90 or ROOM 95 video system to the Internet and connect it with GMEET Cloud. From there you can invite your
team to participate in your video call and join together as many people on the call as you’d like. Once GMEET Cloud is
downloaded onto a laptop and/or mobile device, users can connect to your meetings anywhere, anytime, on any
device.

GMEET Cloud Group Subscription Plan
GMEET delivers end-to-end cloud-based video conferencing that's as easy, as lifelike and as remarkable as meeting in
person. We do it by connecting our award-winning room video systems and mobile apps to our radically simple cloud
service. Now everyone, regardless of location, is just one video call away from having a seat in the meeting.

No other cloud-based video conferencing solution makes the conference room experience so easy, accessible and
frustration free for up to 25 video participants per call. Having a GMEET Cloud Core 5 subscription comes along with 2
virtual meeting rooms for group meeting.
Just plug our award-winning GMEET VC ROOM 90 video system to the Internet and connect it with GMEET Cloud. (only
from Cloud Group 10 and higher) From there you can invite your team to participate in your video call and join
together as many people on the call as you’d like. Once GMEET Cloud is downloaded onto a laptop and/or mobile
device, users can connect to your meetings anywhere, anytime, on any device.

GMEET Cloud Unlimited Subscription Plan
The Unlimited Subscription Plan is related to the total number of employees and meeting rooms. No worries
about managing the user licenses within the organization. Everyone is entitled using GMEET Cloud. Benefit
from exclusive features that only Enterprise Subscription Plan customers can access, such as unlimited virtual
meeting rooms, Microsoft Lync support. All backed up by the GMEET Extreme Enterprise Support Services to
ensure your success with a dedicated customer obsession team, 24/7 support.

The following picture shows the GMEET Availability on Various Devices and cloud Services.
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